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WEATHER REPORT – THURSDAY 08 DECEMBER 

YESTERDAY 
 

I'd love to have watched the sky – to see how it changed over the race track and to the east?  Guarantee there were a few nervous 
people around! 
There  was obviously plenty of sea breeze in the strong SW-SSW breeze during the afternoon as the storms that built over the land 
could not push offshore due to the subsidence in the sea breeze area. But the way the SW built at midday to 1-2pm was way faster 
than you'd expect from just subsidence, so the storms not far inland must have assisted; 2 clusters – one to E and one to SE and the 
SE bunch could have pushed breeze out over the track and the storms the E may have assisted with rapid burst of convection. Also, 
a sea breeze trace should look rather smooth; ie a nice regular build and the trace today is noisy, so definitely outside 
interference!  And you could see that interference – in your face not very far to the east! 
 

The end result was a rapid build and strong SW going SSW breeze of 16-22 kts – and more breeze offshore with Rotto S/22-26 kts 
 

FISHROCK  ( http://www.weatherdata.com.au/perth2011/) 
8    142/10.1 
10  126/11.8 
12  246/11.9 
14  203/17.1 
16  175/16.7 
18  179/16.5 
 

SITUATION 
Again some instability today and again it should be confined to the land –and hopefully not as close as yesterday. The WA trough 
line is now mostly back to the north, but the atmosphere is still somewhat unstable and strong convection will lead to a few 
showers and storms developing inland during the afternoon. That instability should continue to decrease the next few days – but 
the longer range forecast models indicate that the WA trough will extend down the coast to be near Perth early next week. 
 

TODAY 
A SSE-SE morning breeze of 15+ kts and again this will turn into a good sea breeze. Should turn by 11am (and definitely before 
midday) with a fair amount of S in the SSW breeze for the afternoon. Looking for S-SSW/20-25 in the afternoon with a few showers 
and storms inland that should remain there. 
 

With less shower activity and not as close, the SSW-S breeze today should be more regular – less 'noise' in the system with what 
appears 'random' shifts or changes in pressure. But it probably won't be the really stable (ie no sig perturbations in the flow) that 
you see on a bright blue sky day. 
 

FORECAST  (MWD; TWS = mean wind speed with no gust) 
0800   140-170/15-18  
1000   150-170/15-10  dropping to a min around 11am 
1200   190-210/10-15  building 
1400   180-200/15-20  
1600   170-190/20-25   
1800   170-180/20-25  or down a bit?? Depend on the cloud and nature of the breeze 
 

WAVES 
Can see the wave graph at    http://www.transport.wa.gov.au/imarine/19146.asp 
WAVES  Morning:  1.5m offshore and 0.5m in close.  Afternoon: 2m offshore and 1-1.2m in close 
SWELL  1m  
 

OUTLOOK 
FRI 09  SE/12-15 then S-SSW/16-20; shift by midday'ish; isolated shower and storm inland 
SAT 10   ESE/15-10 then S-SSW/15-20; shift midday 
SUN 11  E/10-12 then SSW/15-18 
MON 12  E/15-20 then SW/12-15  isolated shower/storm,  inland to the north 
TUE 13   E/10-12 then SW/10-15  more cloud and a few storms 
WED 14  E/10 then SW/14-18  isolated shower/storm over land 
THU 15   ESE/10-15 then SW-SSW/15-20   
FRI 16  NE/10-15 then SW/12-15 
SAT 17  SE/15-20 then SW-SSW/15-20 
End 
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